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Laterals & Credenzas
Blending a contemporary aesthetic and
focus on efficiency with an old-fashioned
concept of value, Vini offers storage
solutions for a range of modern office
environments.
From its overhead cabinets to its
wardrobes, the line is constructed of
steel, and uses unexpected combinations
of enclosed and open space to create
visual interest instead of fussy
ornamentation.
Rather than obsessing over trivial matters,
Vini’s attention to detail was invested in
the ball-bearing suspensions of its lateral
and pedestal files, ensuring that the drawers
will perform flawlessly under load for the
lifetime of the cabinets.
Lateral files are available in 2-, 3-, 4-,
and 5-drawer configurations as well as
30", 36", and 42" widths for multiple
applications. In addition to 4 standard
drawers for side to side filing, 5-drawer
files contain a receding door and rollout
shelf with plate dividers to store binders
and books.
Credenzas from the line are immediately
identifiable by their single sliding door.
The design provides a combination of
secure and open storage that can all be
easily accessed without encroaching on
the user’s space.
This feature is particularly beneficial
in panel-less benching environments,
where credenzas can be employed to
delineate boundaries between individual
workspaces while maintaining the look of
an uninterrupted expansive worksurface.
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Drawers - contain standard
Type “A” folder bars that
accommodate legal and
letter hanging files in a
side-to-side orientation.
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Ball Bearing Suspension like Vini’s outperform
and outlast inferior roller
suspensions found in other
cabinets.

Drawer Pull - of brushed
nickel in an attractive arch
shape is all the adornment
Vini storage cabinets need.
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Pedestals & Double Pedestals
The stalwart anchors of the Vini line,
pedestal files are available in three styles:
mobile files with casters, freestanding files
with glides, and worksurface supporting
files identified by the keyhole slots in
their tops.
While Vini file drawers are designed to
provide a platform for letter-size hanging
files, adding plate dividers allows them
to accommodate legal files as well. A
full file drawer can be quite a weighty
proposition, requiring most cabinets to
use a counterweight to balance the load
of an open drawer. Vini Box/File and
Box/Box/File cabinets rely on a unique
5th wheel instead, keeping their overall
weight lower.
When it comes to supporting worksurfaces,
Vini’s motto is “good isn’t good enough.”
Double pedestals provide more than
twice the storage space for files, but
even standard worksurface supporting
pedestals do double duty when panel
ties are bolted on to them allowing
them to provide additional stability
in panel systems.
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Panel Tie - allows a worksurface supporting ped to be
used in place of a wing panel,
cantilever, or C-leg to provide
stability in panel systems.

Attachment - via shoulder
bolts and keyhole slots
keeps pedestal files securely
joined to the worksurfaces
they support.

5th Wheel - is used instead
of a counterweight on B/F
and B/B/F cabinets to provide
additional stability when heavy
file drawers are open.

Drawers - include a
built-in platform for lettersize hanging files, but can
accommodate legal files by
adding a plate divider.

Suspension - with ball
bearings will allow Vini’s
drawers to operate more
smoothly over the life of
the cabinets.
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Mobile Peds
Available in three drawer configurations:
Box/File (B/F) - overall height 21-3/4"
Box/Box/File (B/B/F) - overall height 27-5/8"
File/File (F/F) - overall height 27-5/8"

FreeStanding Peds
Available in two drawer configurations:
Box/Box/File (B/B/F) - overall height 27-5/8"
File/File (F/F) - overall height 27-5/8"

Glides - on freestanding cabinets are the same
height as casters on mobile cabinets, giving them
identical finished heights.

Worksurface
Supporting Peds
Available in two drawer configurations:
Box/Box/File (B/B/F) - overall height 27-7/8"
File/File (F/F) - overall height 27-7/8"
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Overheads, Underheads & Wardrobes
Like Vini credenzas, the line’s overheads
and underheads feature a combination of
covered and open storage managed by a
single sliding door. The simplicity of the
design makes the door easy to operate
regardless of the cabinet’s location, and
maximizes the storage space available to
the user by eliminating any door-opening
hardware from inside it.
Vini is compatible with any of our
systems furniture or desking lines, but
it is especially suited to the Legion panel
system as the two share a minimalist
aesthetic. That aesthetic also leads both
Legion and Vini to be used in spaces
based on the low-height panel concept.
While low-height panels strike a
compromise between the needs for
privacy and collaboration in a workspace,
they often leave users wanting for
storage. Vini underheads and wardrobes
offer alternatives to the typical overhead
in these environments.
Wardrobes with side access bookshelves
provide accessible open storage above
the worksurface that keeps items out
of sight from passersby, while dividing a
shared space. Wardrobes also include a
full-height locking area for personal items
like coats as well as pedestal file-like
storage module.
Simple in design and striving to make
the most of any opportunity, the Vini
storage line reimagines value in an
efficient contemporary wrapper. To
appreciate all it can do for you, just
give it a chance to go to work.
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Side Access Bookshelf -

Locking Options - include

offers accessible “overhead”
storage in low-height panel
or panel-less space plans.

keyed-alike and standard
choices for more control
over access to files/supplies.

Coat Hook - can accommodate
anything you can fit in wardrobe
cabinets, from down parkas, to
that jacket for your 3pm meeting
(and its hanger).
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Statement of Line:
Mobile:

Worksurface Supporting:

File/File Pedestal
Box/Box/File Pedestal
W 15 D 17-5/8 H 27-7/8 W 15 D 17-5/8 H 27-7/8
W 15 D 21-5/8 H 27-7/8 W 15 D 21-5/8 H 27-7/8

Double Pedestal
W 30 D 22 H 27-3/4

Box/File Pedestal
W 15 D 17-5/8 H 21-3/4
W 15 D 21-5/8 H 21-3/4

Box/Box/File Pedestal
W 15 D 17-5/8 H 27-5/8
W 15 D 21-5/8 H 27-5/8

File/File Pedestal
W 15 D 17-5/8 H 27-5/8
W 15 D 21-5/8 H 27-5/8

Freestanding:

Box/Box/File Pedestal
File/File Pedestal
W 15 D 17-5/8 H 27-5/8 W 15 D 17-5/8 H 27-5/8
W 15 D 21-5/8 H 27-5/8 W 15 D 21-5/8 H 27-5/8

Lateral File - 2 High
W 30 D 18 H 27
Available as 3, 4 or 5 high.
30", 36" and 42" W available.

Wardrobe/Cabinet FF
W 24 D 22 H 48
64 H also available
left or right available

Credenza
W 36 D 15 H 27-3/4
42 W also available

Wardrobe with
Wardrobe/Cabinet BBF
Wardrobe with
W 24 D 22 H 48
Side Access Bookshelf BBF Side Access Bookshelf FF
64 H also available
W 24 D 22 H 48
W 24 D 22 H 48
left or right available
64 H also available
64 H also available
left or right available
left or right available

Sliding Door Overhead
W 35-3/4 D 14-3/8 H 14-7/16
Also available in 41-3/4 W, 47-3/4 W,
53-3/4 W and 59-3/4 W

Sliding Door Underhead
W 35-3/4 D 14-3/8 H 14-7/16
Also available in 41-3/4 W, 47-3/4 W,
53-3/4 W and 59-3/4 W

